R.G. Williamson fonds (additionals). - [ca. 1940-2000], predominant 1960-1980. - 2.6 m of textual records and graphic material (ca. 240 photographs)

Scope and Content:

This accrual documents several facets of Williamson’s career: as a researcher with interests in the Inuit, northern Canada and circumpolar countries, director of the Arctic Research and Training Centre, teacher, and a member of the Northwest Territories Legislative Council. Included is correspondence and subject files relating to a wide variety of topics and with a range of individuals; copies of articles and other writing by Williamson; a range of offprints, publications, etc., including some northern periodicals and publications of various academic and northern organizations; records relating to Williamson’s two terms as a member of the legislative council of the Northwest Territories; conference material; personal correspondence and memorabilia; and photographs.

This accrual is arranged in the following series:

1. Correspondence / subject files
2. Teaching
3. Publications and research by Williamson
4. Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples
5. Institute for Northern Studies / Arctic Research and Training Centre
6. Northwest Territories Council
7. Articles and research by others
8. Conferences
9. Northern periodicals
10. Misc. reports, etc.
11. Misc. publications
12. Uppsala University
13. Personal
14. Photographs

Restrictions:
Personal information relating to identifiable individuals is restricted under conditions similar to those in the Local Authority Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.

Language of Material:
Primarily in English; also includes material in Inuktitut, Swedish, Danish, French and Italian.
SERIES 1. Correspondence / Subject Files. - [ca. 1950]-2000. - 54 cm of textual records

BOX 1

Administration - University of Saskatchewan - notes re meetings. - 1998, n.d.
Administration - departmental - Cultural Anthropology program. - 1995-2000
Letter to Peter Balt. - n.d.
Brazilian Indian Program. - n.d.
   Correspondence re Williamson’s involvement in BBC’s “Refuge/Great Wilderness Areas
   of the World” series.
British Broadcasting Corporation - Natural History Unit. - 1996.
Canada's first languages. - n.d.
   Expense claim.
Canadian Institute of International Affairs. - [ca. 1990].
   Brochure re Arctic lecture tour.
   Typescript of “Questions for Official Northern Policy-Makers. A Possible Aid to the
   Advisory Commission on The Development of Government in the N.W.T., at the request
   of Dean A.W.R. Carrothers, Chairman”; draft and notes; and thank you letters from Paul
   Martin and Lester Pearson.
   Re registration as ophthalmic surgeon in Northwest Territories.
Clippings. - [ca. 1980-2000].
Notes on British Colonial Office. - n.d.
Conference transcript re Greenland - Williamson and others. - n.d.
Correspondence, misc. - 4 folders.
   folder 1: 1972-73
   folder 2: 1972-74
   folder 3: [ca. 1966-1989]
   folder 4: [ca. 1976-1998].
Correspondence re journals, articles, reviews, etc. - [ca. 1976-1985].
Correspondence with students - theses / PhD. - 1987, 1999.
Correspondence re Eskimo student. - n.d. - RESTRICTED
Svend Frederikson - Eskimo field research. - 1961.
folder 1: U.K. House of Commons
folder 2: Animal rights groups - campaign material
folder 3: Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations - veterans’ delegation to Europe Oct 1996
folder 4: Roy MacLaren, Canadian High Commissioner to United Kingdom
folder 5: Government of Northwest Territories
folder 6: U.K. contacts
folder 7: various
Great Whale River - field work. - 1957.
Correspondence, etc. - Williamson was a research assistant.

BOX 2

Greenland - background material. - [199-].
Greenland meeting (Harald Drever) - correspondence and notes. - 1973.
Correspondence re use of Williamson quotes.
Halley, Antarctica. - 1995.
Bruce Hanbridge - Mongolian falconry. - 1995.
Indian/Native and multicultural education. - n.d.
Meeting notes.
Establishment of International Affairs Committee. - 1982.
Introductory Field Camp. - n.d.
Inuit Art. - 6 folders.
folder 4: Misc. correspondence and publications re art.
folder 5: Tiktak - visit to Winnipeg. - 1970.
folder 6: Masterworks data. - n.d.
Inuit Tapirisat. - 1972, n.d.
Itinerary - Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Greenland. - [197-?].
Inuktut syllabics. - n.d.
Williamson was a consultant for this study.
Letter to father - comments on regimental history. - 1986.
Letter of recommendation with decoding key. - 1994. - RESTRICTED
Maps
Canada, Alaska and Greenland. - 1947
District of Keewatin (dialect areas included). - n.d.
Principal air routes, Northwest Territories. - 1970
Township 36, range 2, meridian W3. - originally created 1882
Wakeham Bay, NWT - annotated. - n.d.
Hudson Bay Co. - northern stores. - [197-].
Wager Bay, NWT. - 1956.
Misc. correspondence, reports, employment application. - 1957.
Farley Mowat. - 1979, n.d.
    Letter from Mowat, clipping.
Correspondence re Musk Ox. - 1982-1983.
    Williamson was in Sweden in 1973.
Northern Studies meeting. - 1989.
Northern Studies Research Unit. - 1989.
Misc. notes.
Notes - November 1989
Notes - law and literature. - 1993.
Notes - Public lecture re pipeline. - n.d.

BOX 3

Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. - [ca. 1999].
Other universities - program information.
Poetry from Will - Stockholm. - n.d.
Rankin Inlet - seizure of confederate flag. - 1976.
Requests for info/assistance. - [ca. 1978-1990].
Notes re retirement. - [ca. 1999].
    Letter of recommendation for multicultural award, biographical information; Sarker was
director of University of Saskatchewan International.
Virgina Scanlon - research proposal. - n.d.
SSHRC application. - 1986.
    Grant proposal: “Value Persistence and Re-Interpretation in Inuit Policisation”
Spence Bay - report outline. - n.d.
Spence Bay - name list. - [ca. 1977]. - RESTRICTED
Spence Bay Settlement Council
Statistics and resources - misc.
Swedish language resources. - 2 folders.
George Swinton. - 1974.
Tapes and library - lists. - n.d.
   Correspondence with Ernie Walker.
Transfer of Williamson to Rankin Inlet. - [195-?] 
Typescript re the North - Williamson. - n.d.
Umea/Saskatoon - Participation ads. - 1975.
Visit to Toronto high school. - 1976.
Visiting professorship at University of Tromso. - 1979.


Anth 111.3 - final exam. - 1998.
Anth 222 - reading list. - n.d.
   RESTRICTED
Anth 229 - Inuit Cultures. - [199-].
Anth 800 - Core Seminar in Culture Theory - course outline. - n.d.
Anth 800 - student reading reports. - 1983-84. - RESTRICTED
Inuit and Customary Law Seminar - [Umea University?]


BOX 4

Arctic Cultural Studies Project - Working Bibliography. - [ca. 1985?]
Arctic Habitat and the Integrated Self (draft). - [199-].
Canadian Arctic, Sociocultural Change. - 1968.
Eskimo Value Persistence in Contemporary Acculturation.
The Doorstep: Education or Genocide? Eskimo Values and the Canadian Education System. - n.d.
Eskimos in Arctic Canada. - n.d.
In the Search for “A People”: The Inuit, their Habitat, and Economic Politics. - 1996.
Institute for Northern Studies (Congress in Italy). - 1971
Magic Hands of Rankin Inlet (typescript). - n.d.
Northern Links between Denmark and Canada: Some Significant Policy Implications. - n.d.
A Personal Retrospective on Anthropology Applied in the Arctic. - [ca. 1988].
  In English and translated into Italian.
Socio-Cultural Disintegration Among Canadian Eskimo.
  Talk for Humanities Society.
Speech to Keewatin teachers’ conference. - 1968.
  Notes prepared for Royal Commission on the Status of Women.


Inuit relocation to high Arctic. - [ca. 1993].
  Studies, clippings (including copies from 1950s), notes, etc.
Ethical guidelines for research.

SERIES 5. Institute for Northern Studies (INS) / Arctic Research and Training Centre (ARTC). - 1972-1981. - 8 cm of textual records

Correspondence with and re INS/ARTC. - [ca. 1972-1977].
Closure of ARTC / Williamson’s resignation. - 1977.
Notes, reports, etc. re INS Advisory Committee. - 1980-1981.
Student research proposal. - 1976.
INS presentation to Department of Northern Saskatchewan. - 1972.
ARTC - Statement to Commission on Canadian Studies (Symons). - [ca. 1975].
INS brochures - n.d.
Arctic Institute, University of Saskatchewan. - 1973.

Letter re federal constituency boundaries in NWT. - 1965.
Correspondence. - 1967.
Notes re motions, 34th session. - 1967.
Address to teachers’ conference. - 1967.
Correspondence re election. - 1967.
NWT government - history. - n.d.
Letter from NWT Archives. - 1979.
NWT main estimates. - 1969-70. - 3 folders.

BOX 5

Legislation, proceedings, etc. - 1963, 1974-1975.

SERIES 7. Articles and research by others. - [ca. 1940-1985]. - 57 cm of textual records

W.P. Adams / Canadian Studies and the Arctic.
Annals of the International Geophysical Year. - 1959, 1966
Archeological Resources of the Canadian North
Margaret Bailey / The Family Agency’s Role in Treating the Wife of an Alcoholic
P.D. Baird / Expedition to Canadian Arctic. - 1949.
William Barr
Before Industrialization: A Rural Social System Base Study
Ernest S. Burch / The Thule-Historic Eskimo Transition on the West Coast of Hudson Bay
T.J. Boag / White Man in the Arctic. - 1952.
Michel Brochu
A.W.R. Carrothers / Canada: Reluctant Imperialist
Catalogue of Researches on Finnish Lapland
Chance/Trudeau / Social Organization, Acculturation and Integration Among the Eskimo and the Cree. - 1964.
Chapman / Co-operative community self-surveys.
Circumpolar peoples. - Fall 1983.
Clarke/Ogan / Assumptions and Alternatives: Recent Research by Social Scientists in Papua New Guinea
Concept of culture and its application in the context of cross-cultural socio-economic development.
Cultural Resources Evaluation - Maine.
Culture Policy Program of the Nordic Laps.
G. Dearing

J. Peter Denny / Notes on Thinking Processes Facilitated by the Eskimo and English Languages

DiLabio/Shilts / Detailed Drift Prospecting in the Southern District of Keewatin.

Downs / Understanding Culture

Downs / Fables, Fancies and Failures in Cross-Cultural Training

Dunning / Ethnic Relations and the Marginal Man

Eaton / Controlled Acculturation (Hutterites)

Mark Ebert / Institutionalized Ethnocentrism

Elias/Abell / Implications of the Canada Act for Household Economies in the North. - 1982

John F. Embree / Community Analysis: An Example of Anthropology in Government

John England / The First Expeditions to Lady Franklin Bay, Northeast Ellesmere Island

Alexander Ervin / Native Alaskan Political Capacity

Ferguson / Caribou on southern Baffin Island

Len Findlay

BOX 6

Finnish Studies in Ethnology

Folinsbee / World’s View - from Alph to Zipf

Milton Freeman

Fried / Acculturation and Mental Health - Indian Migrants in Peru

Funk / Delmas Residential School

Further Education in Northwest Territories

Galbraith / Tuberculosis among the indigenous population of Canada

Giddings / 10 000 ans d’histoire arctique

Glaciology in the Arctic

Graburn / Eskimo Law in Light of Self- and Group-interest

Gray / Computer Text Production for Canada’s Original Languages

Greenland - typescript

Groenlandica V

Guemple / Saunik: Name sharing / Eskimo kinship terms

Gunderson / Mental Health Problems in Antarctica

Guthrie / Primitive Man’s Relationship to Nature

Sixten S.R. Haraldson

Heinrich / Some borrowings from German into Eskimo. - 1971.


Herbert / Par-delà le Sommet du monde

A. Hoffer / Megavitamin B-3 therapy

Hongimann / Learning to Drink


Charles Campbell Hughes / Social control among the St. Lawrence Island Eskimos

Hynan / Community Development

Icelandic Canadian

Ingold / Social and economic problems of Finnish Lapland

Inuit women in transition
Jaine / Traditional Indigenous Healing Ceremonies
Jaine / Soils of Rankin Inlet Area
William H. Jensen / Factors and Levels in Canadian Eskimo Change
C.J. Jonkel / Polar Bear Management
Kazan River
Kearney / Globalization / Transnationalism
Keith/Neufeld / Community Self-Determination
Keller / Bicultural social work and anthropology
Kleinfeld / Effective teachers of Indian and Eskimo high school students
Kramer / Advancing Post-Secondary Education in Circumpolar Regions
Kupsch / True North Strong and Free
Lawrence / Do We Need Incentives to Develop the North?
Thomas Lee / Fort Chimo and Payne Lake, Ungava 1965
Lotz / Human Rights of Indians and Eskimos
Lovell / Hypoadrenocortism
MacArthur / International Journal of Psychology articles
MacPherson / Pack dogs ni the Canadian Arctic
Mazonowicz / Copying the World’s Oldest Masters
McGhee / Canadian Arctic Pre-History
Malaurie / Esquimaux polaires
Meeks/Kelly / Family Therapy / Recovering Alcoholics
Mining
Misc. articles re Greenland, etc. (in Danish?)

BOX 7

Misc. bibliographies. - 2 folders.
Misc. typescripts. - 3 folders.
Montague / Time, morphology and neoteny in the evolution of man
Mowbray / Desperate journey
Muir / India and Historical Research
Murdoch / Diary re employment with Department of Northern Affairs
Joan Murphy / Life Systems (Arctic)
Umberto Nobile / Le Pôle, aventure de ma vie
Mark Nuttall / Information re Arctic Homeland
Ogan / Decolonising Anthropology?
Esteri Ohenoja
Origins of Education in the Arctic
Osmond/Hoffer / A Comprehensive Theory of Schizophrenia
Paine / ‘Chernobyl’ reaches Norway
Pelto et al / Snowmobile Revolution in Lapland
Pesticides and the Environment
Robert Petersen (Danish)
Pond Inlet, NWT
Procter / Husbandry of a Northern Health Service
Pryde / Nunaga: 10 ans chez let Esquimaux
Publications in Italian
Rasmussen / Scandinavian Anthropologist
Rasmussen / Tasks for future research in Eskimo culture
Rassias / Philosophy of Language Instruction
Roberts et al / Expressive Self-Testing in Driving
Roberts/Sutton-Smith / re game theory
Rogge / Recent Economic Developments in Northern Manitoba
Rowe / Global Education
Salzer / Relative Hypoglycemia
Saunier-Picard / Chronique Arctique 1969
Schafer / Age of Culture
Schierup / Immigrants and Scandinavian Welfare Bureaucracy
Douglas Schmeiser
Scotter / Forest Fires in Northern Saskatchewan
Sharma / Symbolic Expressions of Conflict
Smith / Marble Island

BOX 8

Solandt / Research on Canada’s Arctic
de Sousberghe / L’Indissolubilité des unions
J.W.T. Spinks
Taylor / Recension: book review
Taylor/Swinton / Pre-historic Canadian Eskimo art
John Tintera
Valentine / Fort Black Cooperative Store
Vallee - Cooperative movement / community organization in Canadian Arctic
Wallace/Atkins / Meaning of Kinship Terms
Warner / Native Peoples of the Churchill River Basin
de Weerdt / NWT mineral resources policy
Weidner / University of Wisconsin-Green Bay: Man and his Environment
Western Canadian Sub-Arctic Pre-history and the Dene
Westman/Jakobsson / Arkeologiska Sampling (Swedish)
Whiteside / Kinship System
Widstrand / Evaluation of Rural Development Projects
Willmott / Flexibility of Eskimo Social Organization
Zavatti / Terminologia Geoglaciologica Polare


International Symposium on Circumpolar Health - 1967, [197-?]
Inuit Circumpolar Conference. - [198-]. - 4 folders.

BOX 9

Inuit Circumpolar Conference. - [198-]. - 2 folders.
  folder 1: 1982
  folder 2: 1988
  folder 3: 1990
Nordiska Rådet för Antropolisk Forsknin. - [1979?]
Role of Circumpolar Universities in Northern Development. - 1989.
Think Tank on Mental Health Services to Native Children and their Families. - n.d.
Western Association of Sociology and Anthropology. - 1982.


Arcana Poli
Arctic News
Arctic and Northern Development Digest
Caribou News
Eskimo
Greenland Collector
Hub of the North (Hay River)
Indian-Eskimo Association of Canada
Interpreter
Inuit Tapirisat of Canada
Inummarit
Inuttut
Iwgia Newsletter
Keewatin Echo
Messenger
News of the North
Northern Perspectives
Northland
Nunatsiaq News
Nunavut
Pilot (Fort Smith and Simpson)
Rankin Times
RCMP Quarterly
Sermitsiak’ (Greenland)
Sweden Now
Tukisiviksat
Tusagatsait

**SERIES 10. Misc. reports, etc.** - 1976-1997. - 20 cm of textual records

**BOX 10**

Arctic Institute of North America
Biomedical Communications Project. - 1972.
Canadian Sociology and Anthropology Association.
Department of Indian and Northern Affairs.
  - Reports, etc. - 1960-1980. - 6 folders.
    - folder 1: Eskimos of Southampton Island; Press clippings on Greenland; Indians and Inuit of Canada; Save the Caribou.
    - folder 2: Arctic Research and Training Centre, Rankin Inlet
    - folder 3: Excerpts from DIAND reports.
    - folder 4: Kananaskis
    - folder 5: Development agencies for Northwest Territories
    - folder 6: Canada North of Sixty; Bill C-202, 1970: Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act

North magazine.
Swedish reports.
Misc. typescripts.
Misc. academic newsletters.


**BOX 11**

Canadian Wildlife Service. - 4 folders.
Central Australian Aboriginal Reserves.
Centre for Community Studies publications.
Metis poems
Repulse Bay, 1973

**BOX 12**
Russian publications from Doris Löve
University of Papua New Guinea
Misc. - Inuit.
Misc. - Scandinavia / Greenland.

**SERIES 12. Uppsala University.** - 1973-1974. - 7 cm of textual records

Williamson was on sabbatical at Uppsala to complete his doctorate.

  Correspondence with colleagues and friends during Williamson’s residence in Uppsala.
Correspondence and seminar list. - 1973.
Publications re Uppsala and university.
Offprints.
Uppsala University crest.

**SERIES 13. Personal.** - 1967-2000. - 8 cm of textual records

Awards and honours
    Correspondence re nominations of Walter Kupsch and Howard Nixon, status of Alan Eagleson’s Order of Canada, etc.; information about new recipients; etc.

**BOX 13**

Biographical info / trivia re Williamson. - [1999].
Williamson - reading/performance. - n.d.
Correspondence - personal. - [ca. 1967-1999].
Joanne Lang estate.
Harp correspondence.
Dr. Allan Ropper. - 1999. - RESTRICTED
  Medical enquiry
  Keepsake file. - [199-].
Memorabilia. - 1975, n.d.
  Visit of Prince Charles - decorated menu, 1975; Williamson’s trapper’s sign
Nora Williamson - report card, NWT
Follow-up correspondence incident at science fair re evolution exhibit, involving the Williamson's daughter.


R.G. Williamson portraits. - 6 photographs.
Art and artists. - 14 photographs.
Photographs of Inuit artists Nauja, John Tiktak and family, Tantungi, Uquisiksalimiat and their art, Williamson, carvings by Qavic.

Williamson and others. - 10 photographs.
Photograph with Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau and Senator Willie Adams; Williamson and dog team, ca. 1998; Williamson in Scotland, 2000; presentation of Ivany Internationalization Award; etc.

Other individuals and scenes. - 12 photographs.
Photograph of Williamson’s son Peter, age 11; Spence Bay dog lines; Inuit “housing” in late 1960s; “dismembering a whale”; Dr. Urve Linnamae, U of S anthropology and archaeology professor, Member of Parliament Gene Rheaume and family; and photographs at Rankin Inlet.

Photo album - [ca. 1950-1965?]. - ca. 200 photographs
Taken in England and the Northwest Territories
Published photographs. - n.d., 1976.
Williamson and family - photo in Rankin Inlet publication; photograph on cover of *Il Polo* (Istituto Geografico Polare).
Captions and misc. correspondence re photographs.